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Performance data quoted represents past performance. Past performance does not guarantee future results. All
performance assumes the reinvestment of dividends and capital gains. The investment return and principal value
of an investment will fluctuate so that an investor’s shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than their
original cost. Current performance may be lower or higher than the performance data quoted. Performance data
current to the most recent month-end for the Funds may be obtained by visiting our website,
arielinvestments.com.
ARIEL FUND PERFORMANCE INVESTOR CLASS | ARGFX
As of September 30, 2020
Inception date: November 6, 1986

Annualized
3Q20

YTD

1 Year

3 Years

5 Years

10 Years

Since Inception

Ariel Fund

4.56%

-16.37%

-9.03%

-0.98%

5.36%

8.43%

10.19%

Russell 2500™ Value Index

3.54%

-18.39%

-12.62%

-2.69%

4.65%

8.01%

10.02%

Russell 2500™ Index

5.88%

-5.82%

2.22%

4.45%

8.97%

10.81%

10.28%

S&P 500® Index

8.93%

5.57%

15.15%

12.28%

14.15%

13.74%

10.49%

ARIEL APPRECIATION FUND PERFORMANCE INVESTOR CLASS | CAAPX
As of September 30, 2020
Inception date: December 1, 1989

Annualized
3Q20

YTD

1 Year

3 Years

5 Years

10 Years

Since Inception

Ariel Appreciation Fund

5.67%

-13.12%

-5.93%

-0.33%

4.82%

8.31%

9.62%

Russell Midcap® Value Index

6.40%

-12.84%

-7.30%

0.82%

6.38%

9.71%

10.47%

Russell Midcap® Index

7.46%

-2.35%

4.55%

7.13%

10.13%

11.76%

10.92%

S&P 500® Index

8.93%

5.57%

15.15%

12.28%

14.15%

13.74%

9.91%

The stock market managed to rack up another quarter of solid gains following the dramatic, pandemic-induced first
quarter decline. Our small/mid and mid-sized company portfolios continued to recover—posting strong absolute
returns across the board. On a relative basis, our flagship Ariel Fund trounced its primary benchmark for the three
months ending September 30, 2020, while Ariel Appreciation Fund lagged.
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True to style—where value often clusters—common themes contributed and detracted from our returns during the
quarter. In both funds, our Financial and Healthcare issues drove gains while our Consumer Discretionary holdings
were weak on a relative basis.
Large and In Charge
That sucking sound you hear comes from the largest publicly traded companies in the world, vacuuming up piles of
cash from captive consumers. In many ways, a perfect storm has also given rise to a perfect port—with ever growing
mega cap companies providing the essential goods and services people need to stay connected, entertained and
stocked with essentials during the pandemic. As a result, The Wall Street Journal notes, “The stock market is more
top-heavy than it has been in decades . . . masking the underlying weakness of the broader market where other
indices like the Russell 2000, which tracks small cap stocks, are still in the red for the year.”1 As Mark Twain once
said, “history doesn’t repeat itself but it often rhymes.” To that point, this period is reminiscent of the 1970’s when
the market’s performance was narrowly propelled by unbridled enthusiasm for 50 large cap stocks that became
known as the “Nifty 50.” Once it became clear company fundamentals were completely disconnected from valuations,
the bottom fell out.
These days, the market’s leadership is even more concentrated. Instead of 50, there are six. There is no question the
FAANG stocks—Facebook (FB), Amazon (AMZN), Apple (AAPL), Netflix (NFLX), and Google parent, Alphabet (GOOGL),
along with Microsoft (MSFT) are benefitting from earnings growth supercharged by a health crisis that keeps us mostly
at home, glued to our phones and computers. These companies, which are indeed serving an important purpose in
our daily lives, are also being bid up beyond recognition. For example, Apple sports a $2 trillion market cap—$1
trillion of which was clocked in just 21 weeks this past summer, which is truly astounding when one considers it took
31 years for the company to cross the $100 billion mark. There was even a point when Apple’s market cap exceeded
that of the combined value of all of the companies in the Russell 2000 Index.2
Beyond very real demand, barely-there interest rates are also acting as a powerful accelerant for the “growthiest” of
growth stocks. The FAANGs plus Microsoft are selling for an average 68 times next year’s earnings, with Amazon
sporting the highest multiple at 123 times. With such anemic interest rates, nosebleed price/earnings multiples
appear reasonable because the value of a dollar made in the future is more or less equivalent to the value of a dollar
made today—an outcome that runs completely counter to the old adage, “A bird in hand is worth two in the bush.”
As a direct result of this large company dominance, longstanding performance patterns have been turned upside
down when viewed through the lens of history. For the ten years ending September 30, 2020, the S&P 500 has
averaged +13.74% annually compared to +9.85% for the Russell 2000 Index and +7.09% for the Russell 2000
Value Index. And yet, according to Ibbotson’s 2020 SBBI Yearbook, from 1926-2019, small companies have returned
+16.26% annually versus a +12.09% for large cap stocks over the same period. Not to mention, faster growing
small cap stocks usually trade at higher multiples than big companies that are deemed safer but whose large size
encumbers growth. But these days, we are witnessing one of the widest valuation gaps ever with the S&P 500 selling
for nearly 24 times forward earnings compared to almost 17 times for the Russell 2000 Index and just 13 times for the
Russell 2000 Value Index.
The Comeback Kids
We are regularly asked to justify value’s existence since growth has been in vogue since 2006. And yet, we are rarely,
if ever, queried about the fact that large companies have been lapping their small cap brethren for most of the past
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decade. Given the overwhelming fascination with the mega stocks and large cap indexing as well, smaller companies
have been orphaned. As Wall Street, institutional investors and the media run out of patience, these “ugly ducklings”
with their dwindling coverage continue to fall further out of the mainstream. In so doing, they also become cheaper
and even more inefficiently priced. From our value investing vantage point, this crescendoing combination of negative
forces—lagging returns, diverging multiples and diminishing followers—is creating a ripe environment for small- and
mid-sized companies to truly shine.
In March, as the market was in free-fall, the consensus view was that small companies could not survive the economic
shock brought on by Covid. During the worst of the collapse, we gutted our earnings estimates and re-valued every
company in our portfolio. While some of our companies would have challenged earnings for a year or two, we
concluded they would be fine in the long run without permanent damage from either financial distress or enduring
demand destruction. Thus, as the market overreacted, we actively accumulated more of our most beaten down
shares. We also added a record number of new names—eight in our small cap portfolios alone. We had been
monitoring some of these issuers for over a decade—waiting for the market to create the right buying opportunity.
Once survival was no longer in question, many of these same stock prices have rebounded from their lowest lows in
recent months—yet are still selling well below our estimates of their intrinsic worth.
Looking ahead, in addition to the basic mean reversion likely to drive a small cap renaissance, other compelling factors
move the odds in favor of the little guys. For one, in a recovery, smaller companies tend to be “more levered to
economic growth than large-cap stocks.”3 Not to mention, in a post-vaccine world, pent up demand could easily
drive up inflation and therefore, interest rates. Higher rates, while normally not beneficial to stocks, would benefit
value shares over their growth stock counterparts whose prices have been propelled by the near zero rate
environment. None of this is to suggest that today’s mega cap darlings are at risk of obsolescence. We would only
posit that without the pandemic’s massive growth contribution, their upward trajectory is not likely to be as steep and
fast as the recent past. Yes, their earnings will still grow but we would expect to see some compression in the
earnings multiples the market is willing to pay given a lower growth trajectory. Meanwhile, we believe smaller
companies are well positioned to sling shot out of this pandemic.
Portfolio Comings and Goings
In Ariel Fund, we initiated a position in niche banking services provider, BOK Financial Corporation (BOKF) during the
quarter. BOKF provides commercial and consumer banking, investment and trust services, mortgage origination and
servicing. We took advantage of weakness in share price following the company’s disclosure of a larger than expected
loan loss provision driven by negative credit migration in the energy loan book. We believe BOKF’s balanced business
model between banking (60% of revenues) and fee service businesses (40% of revenues) allows the company to serve
more of their clients’ needs while reducing volatility in financial results. In our view, the low rate environment will
prove to be less important for BOKF than the positive impact of its diversified business model, underwriting disciplines
and the experienced management team led by Chairman and majority owner George Kaiser.
In Ariel Appreciation Fund, we initiated a position in the world’s leading provider of thermal cameras, FLIR Systems,
Inc. (FLIR). FLIR’s competitive advantages in industrial and defense thermal imaging technology provide an attractive
long-term financial profile. The company’s scale combined with a vertically integrated cost structure with a research
and development focus, allows it to price products competitively, earn operating margins above peers and consistently
reinvest in innovation. Investor concerns around an industrial recession and defense budget cut fears driven by the
pandemic provided us with an entry point to own this niche industry leader, with attractive long-term growth and
margin prospects.
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Meanwhile, we did not eliminate any positions in either fund during the period.

_____________________________________________________________________________________
Investing in small- and mid-cap stocks is more risky and volatile than investing in large-cap stocks. The intrinsic value
of the stocks in which the Funds invest may never be recognized by the broader market. The Funds are often
concentrated in fewer sectors than their benchmarks, and their performance may suffer if these sectors underperform
the overall stock market.
The opinions expressed are current as of the date of this commentary but are subject to change. The information
provided in this commentary does not provide information reasonably sufficient upon which to base an investment
decision and should not be considered a recommendation to purchase or sell any particular security.
For the year ended September 30, 2019, the Investor Class shares of Ariel Fund and Ariel Appreciation Fund had
annual expense ratios of 1.02% and 1.14%, respectively.
As of 9/30/2020, Ariel Fund held the following position referenced: BOK Financial Corporation 1.5%. As of
9/30/2020, Ariel Appreciation Fund held the following position referenced: FLIR Systems, Inc. 0.8%. Portfolio holdings
are subject to change. The performance of any single portfolio holding is no indication of the performance of other
portfolio holdings of Ariel Fund or Ariel Appreciation Fund. Portfolio holdings mentioned do not represent all holdings
purchased or sold for the Funds.
Index returns reflect the reinvestment of income and other earnings. Indexes are unmanaged, and investors cannot
invest directly in an index. The Russell 2500™ Value Index measures the performance of the small to mid-cap value
segment (companies with lower price-to-book ratios and lower forecasted growth values) of the U.S. equity universe.
The Russell 2500™ Index (a subset of the smallest 2500 companies of the Russell 3000® Index) measures the
performance of the small to mid-cap segment of the U.S. equity universe. The Russell Midcap® Value Index measures
the performance of the mid-cap value segment (companies with lower price-to-book ratios and lower forecasted
growth values) of the U.S. equity universe. The Russell Midcap® Index measures the performance of the mid-cap
segment (a subset of the smallest securities Russell 1000® Index) of the U.S. equity universe. Frank Russell Company
(“Russell”) is the source and owner of the trademarks, service marks and copyrights related to the Russell Indexes.
Russell® is a trademark of Frank Russell Company. Neither Russell nor its licensors accept any liability for any errors or
omissions in the Russell Indexes or underlying data and no party may rely on any Russell Indexes and/or underlying
data contained in this communication. No further distribution of Russell data is permitted without Russell’s express
written consent. Russell does not promote, sponsor or endorse the content of this communication. The S&P 500®
Index is the most widely accepted barometer of large cap U.S. equities. It includes 500 leading companies.
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Investors should consider carefully the investment objectives, risks, and charges and expenses before investing. For a
current prospectus or summary prospectus that contains this and other information about the funds offered by Ariel
Investment Trust, call us at 800-292-7435 or visit our website, arielinvestments.com. Please read the prospectus or
summary prospectus carefully before investing. Distributed by Ariel Distributors LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of
Ariel Investments LLC. Ariel Distributors, LLC is a member of the Securities Investor Protection Corporation.
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